Using Social Media to boost your earnings

Social media allows you to extend your reach as an agent and create your personal brand. By sharing your links and personal experiences across social media you can gain new clients and grow your business.

Why social media?

- Social media is the best way to keep you top of mind with current clients
- It serves as a great portfolio for potential clients
- Ignites excitement around traveling and provides inspiration
- Easy-to-use tool to drive passive sales

Pro Tip: Share your day-to-day bookings, travels, experiences, and more on Instagram or Facebook.
How to Share Your Links on Social Media

1. Start by creating your links to the homepage, destination pages, category pages, or product pages.

2. Add Links to your Instagram Story & Bio.

3. Share your links on your Facebook page or in groups.

Join our community on social media!

/ViatorAgents @ViatorAgents @viatoragents